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Abstract

The goal of this paper is to design and measure the performance of two speed-independent asynchronous adapters for a communication architecture with distributed arbitration. The protocol is de ned
on the principles similar to those of the Token Ring but attempts to exploit the asynchronous design
approach in improving the operational scalability of the system. Its two versions considered in this paper
re ect the tradeo between the greater functional capability and low-latency requirements. We show the
power of Signal Transition Graphs in specifying, verifying and synthesizing the adapter's logic. Using
timing information obtained at the implementation level, we nally estimate the performance of the
token-ring architecture with point-to-point interconnection.

keywords: arbitration, asynchronous systems, delay-insensitive communication, signal transition graph,
speed-independent circuits, token ring adapter

1 Introduction
The use of asynchronous logic seems unavoidable in applications involving dynamic computational processes
that can be activated by non-deterministic input signals. A clear example is communication processes where
the transmission of information can begin at any instant. The use of synchronous logic in the design of
the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer interface, according to ISO classi cation of multi-layered Local
Area Networks [8], implies the existence of a local clock in each adapter and a synchronization process
in the interface that enables the exchange of information correctly. Such synchronization, if based on the
global clock, creates obvious problems with scalability and robustness of the system, letting along the timing
overhead concerned with ecient clock distribution. There is a clear tendency amongst the designers of new
systems to build scalable coherent communication media even at fairly low levels of systems architecture,
such as e.g. memory interface (RamLink) [5]. There have recently been examples of exploiting asynchronous
design methods to tackle this problem. A scalable asynchronous interchip bus, based on a three-wire protocol,
has been proposed in [15].
Compared to buses, ring-based architectures o er additional advantages to the scalability factor, though
for the price of latency [5]. An example of an asynchronous ring interface of the MAC level has been presented
in [21]. Its protocol was however not quite close to the commonly used Token Ring one. The arbitration
method was rather inecient and separate from the data transmission, resulting in higher latency and lower
rate for short messages. The speed-independent logic implementation was quite complex because its control
part was obtained by means of the direct translation of its Petri net model. That was quite understandable
as at the time when that design was produced there were no adequate automated logic synthesis tools for
Petri nets.
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Figure 1: Ring structure
The goal of this paper is to design a speed-independent asynchronous adapter for a ring channel with
token-based arbitration, avoiding the above-mentioned problems in [21]. The new designs exploit the existing
automatic tools for veri cation and logic synthesis from Signal Transition Graphs (STGs) [10] [6]. The tools
we have used are SIS [10], ASSASSIN [11], Versify [14], Petrify [3]. The use of tools allows more ecient design
process and exploration of several options di erent in functional capabilities and performance. Therefore the
additional goal of this work has been to investigate two adapter designs with di erent addressing mechanisms
and analyse their performance, using the data obtained at the implementation level. An important question
answered by this work is what the gain in latency would be if the channel protocol did not use address
manipulation (an \always-write" method). The answer is that such a gain is not very much { only about
25-30%.
The structure of this paper, is as follows. Section 2 describes the pipeline ring protocol, in which messages
travel through the net arriving at their destination without either deadlock or starvation problem. Section 3
presents the Signal Transition Graph as the formal model of asynchronous circuits that will be used in the
following sections, 4 and 5, to specify the adapter control logic behaviour. Further, in section 5, together
with the behaviour of two asynchronous ring adapters, we explain all the subsequent steps to get their
implementations. After that, in section 6 we analyze and compare the performances of each of them. In the
nal section we assess all the obtained results to draw some conclusions.

2 Overview of pipeline ring protocol
The communication architecture of a Local Area Network (LAN) [8] with a ring topology is composed by
a group of point-to-point interconnected nodes. As can be seen in gure 1, the user subsystem and its
associated adapter can be identi ed in each node. The adapter allows the exchange of information with the
rest of the connected nodes to the ring.
A well-known communication protocol of Medium Access Control (MAC) based on ring nets is the
Token-Ring protocol. It is standardized by ANSI/IEEE as Standard 802.5 [2]. The Token-Ring was not
aimed to be realised as an asynchronous design so, our adapter would not be fully compatible with the
standard requirements. Nevertheless, we are going to use this protocol as a basic idea to build a scalable
communication channel and to adjust it to the capabilities of asynchronous logic, free from any global clock.
In the Token-Ring, the network access of the message is coordinated by a circulating token. The token
passes through the net enabling the injection of a message on its arrival to the node. So, a special pattern
of bits has to be assigned to the token in order to be identi ed by the adapters.
In this type of access protocol to the ring we can distinguish two operation modes, the Busy protocol
token-ring and the Lazy protocol token-ring [20]. In the former case the token is circulating permanently
through the net, even when the net is empty of messages. In the latter case, the token travels through the
net only when there is a request from one of the nodes to send a message in the net [20]. The Lazy protocol
protocol consumes less power but o ers the worse temporal performance (e.g., for a ring of 8 stations the
average response time of the arbitration process is twice that of the Busy protocol) [20]. We are therefore
going to employ the Busy token-ring protocol in our designs.
The use of the token-ring access assures two important properties: (1) that the rst message that enters
the net is the rst one that exits it (FIFO discipline), and (2) that every messages have the same probability
to access to the net. These properties are important because they help to resolve and in some cases, avoid
the typical problems of message transmission in networks, the problems of starvation and deadlock . We say
that the starvation problem occurs when some messages cannot be injected in the net for an inde nite time.
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Using the token-ring protocol on a ring makes the net starvation-free since the number of nodes is nite, the
size of each message is nite, and hence the token repeatedly reaches each node in a nite interval.
The deadlock problem happens when a message is blocked in the channel and cannot progress further.
Using this protocol we can only imagine one situation where a deadlock may arise unless the system is
properly implemented. Suppose a message has been injected by a node A, all the net resources are busy,
no message is being consumed and therefore no resource can be released. In this situation there must be
a message at the input channel of the injecting node A asking for a pass. According to the protocol, the
message that the node A receives on the input channel is the one that has been injected by it. The protocol
requires node A to consume this message (i.e., delete it from the ring). In order to avoid the deadlock
problem the injection and the consumption process must be enabled in parallel .
Summarizing, we can state that the communication process in a ring topology with a FIFO injection and
consumption protocol will be free of deadlock and starvation problems if every node that injects a message is
able to consume the message that is arriving on its input ring channel. This fact has been checked empirically
in subsection 4.4.

3 Modelling asynchronous circuits with Signal Transition Graphs
Successful results in the use of formal techniques and tools for synthesis and veri cation of asynchronous
circuits have been recently achieved for labelled Petri nets, in particular for Signal Transition Graphs and
Change Diagrams.
The model of Signal Transition Graph (STG) formalizes the behaviour of an asynchronous circuit and
its environment, often represented by logic designers in the form of a timing diagram. An STG [9] is an
interpreted Petri net in which the transitions are associated with up and down events of binary signals.
STGs de ne the causal relationship between signal transitions, allowing deterministic and nondeterministic
choice, synchronization points and concurrence.
In the STG, the events of the signals are represented with the signs + and . A transition of the STG
labeled with s+ indicates an event of the rising edge of signal s , whereas s is a transition standing for the
falling edge of s, and s~ denotes any event (either rising or falling edge) on s.
The places of an STG that have only a predecessor and a successor transition are usually omitted in the
graph and the m-tokens1 in those places are marked directly as dots on the arcs. If a place has two or more
predecessor or successor transitions it is represented explicitly as circle, and its marking with m-tokens is
shown with dots put inside the circle.
We should point out that an STG describes a synthesizable circuit if it ful ls some Petri nets properties,
like being free-choice, bounded (or sometimes 1-safe) and live, as well as some speci c characteristics of
the STG, like consistency and the property of Complete State Coding [9] [12]. Software tools, such as
SIS, ASSASSIN, Versify and Petrify help the designer to guarantee those properties and obtain a correct
implementation of an STG into asynchronous circuit.
Recently, a technique has been developed to synthesize STGs with internal con icts between signals [4].
This method has been utilized to synthesize the control logic of our designs. The overall process incorporates
an element of mutual exclusion (ME), often called Seitz' arbiter [17] to resolve the internal con icts.

4 Behavioural description of a Token Ring protocol
The performance of the communication system depends strongly on the architecture and the operation of its
adapters. For this reason, in this section we focus our attention on this module. The general operation of an
asynchronous adapter is basically determined by the control logic, that will be detailed in sections 5.2 5.3 .
We will use the word \m-token" for the tokens that mark STG places, to distinguish them from the token that circulates
around the ring.
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Figure 2: Adapter structure

4.1 Basics

The adapter is a hardware module that permits the exchange of information between a given node and the
rest of the nodes in the ring. It carries out the following functions: message injection, consumption, passing
and writing into the node.
The information to be transmitted in the net is divided into messages. Each message consists of the
head , the data and the tail . The head indicates the destination address of the nodes that will read the data
included in the message. The nal part, tail, as well as the head, are assigned an unique code (bit pattern)
such that the nodes can recognize the end and the beginning of a message, respectively.
Initially, when there are no messages in the net, the adapter is \on alert" for the token that circulates in
the net. At any moment, if an user subsystem wants to transmit a message through the net, it will issue a
request to its corresponding adapter waiting for the permission.
When the token arrives at a node two di erent operations can happen depending on the node state. The
simplest case is when no message is waiting to be injected, so the adapter acts as a repeater, passing the
message to the next node. In the other case, if a message is waiting to be transmitted, the token is retained
inside the adapter and the injection of the new message is enabled. When the injection of the message is
completed, the token is inserted into the net again. The injected message will cross all the ring nodes, being
consumed or eliminated from the net by the same node that injected it.

4.2 General Structure

Regarding the internal logic of a token-ring adapter, we can distinguish the datapath and the control logic.
Figure 2 shows an arrangement of the main blocks that compose the adapter besides its communication
channels. With respect to the communication channels, each adapter connected to the ring has two channels,
one for input, (XIN ) and the other for output, (XOUT ), which allow it to communicate with the rest of the
ring. The (INJECT ION ) and the (CONSUMPTION ) channels insert to and extract messages from the
net. There is one more channel, (WRITE ), to allow the writing of the data inside the node.
Data-IN and Data-INJ are similar blocks. The Data-IN module detects the arrival of the new data item.
In general, this module decodes the data, updates the head address (see below), informs the control logic of
the token, head, data or tail arrival and encodes the new information.
The control logic is the most important component of the adapter and is synthesized from its STG
description. We are going to describe in detail their behaviour in the following sections.

4.3 Node to node interface

When the data go through a communication channel from the sender to the receiver node, they su er a
variable delay which is greater than zero but nite. Then, when the signals are not local, it is necessary
to use a communication protocol that guarantees a correct transmission. We must design a communication
scheme for the sender and receiver that will be insensitive to variability in propagation delays. Hence, we
are interested in delay-insensitive communication schemes.
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Figure 3: A simple STG of the adapter
The delay-insensitive codes are characterized as codes in which no code word2 is included (in a settheoretic sense) in another code word [19] [13]. This property is used by the receiver to decide without
ambiguity when it has received a new code word and to generate an acknowledgement.
Among delay-insensitive codes, the most well-known are the One-Hot Code, Beger Code, Sperner Code
and Knuth Code [19] [13] . In our case, the Sperner code has been chosen due to its property of being an
optimally balanced code [18]. The latter means that the code cannot be extended with new code words of
a given length without violating the delay-insensitive property and that there is no other delay-insensitive
code of the same length with more words.
A code k-out-of-n is a code of length n composed of all the words of weight k. The size of a Sperner code
k-out-of-n is n!=(k!([n k])!). For example, a code 6-out-of-3, C63, (used in [21]), is formed by the words
of length 6 with weight 3, e.g., 111000, 101100, 001011. In the same way the size of the code 6-out-of-3 is
6!=(3!  3!) = 20 words.
With respect to the channel width of the adapter, keeping in mind the complexity of the necessary logic
and the transmitted information, we have decided (following the same argument as in [21]) to assign a width
that allows us to transmit half a byte of information in one handshake beat.
Encoding half a byte needs 24 di erent code words for the data and four more code words to transmit
the control signals. So for what is said above, we have used the code C63, resulting in a channel width
between two adjacent adapters to be 7 signals, 6 to transmit the Sperner-encoded data and one signal for
the acknowledgement.

4.4 Petri Net Modelling of Protocol

In this section we are going to model the behaviour speci cation of the token-ring protocol using a high
level STG model. Consequently, we can explore all the events that happen in the protocol execution for its
veri cation. As a rst step, abstracting the problem, let us reduce the adapter's function to the simpler case
in which it acts as a repeater. The STG for this case is shown in gure 3.
When a message arrives in the input channel XIN , an m-token appears in RmIn . Then, taking into
account the internal state and the external conditions, either the Pass or the Write path will be activated.
Those external conditions are determined by the marking of the Sel and NSel places.
Then, the message advances until the output port RmOut and the adapter will remain either in state
STATE1 or STATE2, waiting for the acknowledgement signal. Next, upon the arrival of the acknowledgement, the adapter will return to the IDLE state and will be ready to receive a new datum.
The STG behaviour, when the adapter receives the token, is analogous to the one described above for the
pass of a message. It is clear that this STG has no problem to be synthesized but we have not included the
network access process. In other words, the STG must describe the injection and consumption processes.
Figure 4 shows the adapter STG including all these processes.
Since the injection request may be produced by the user subsystem at any time, independently of the
token arrival, a con ict may arise.
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tok-

The STG in gure 4 looks fairly complicated, and therefore it would be more appropriated to single
out its main part involving con ict resolution into a separate model. Considering such a simpli ed version,
with the injection process and the token propagation, as shown in gure 5-a, we see that the STG is not
output-persistent with respect to Atokin + because in the marking (A, B, < read ; ReqIny + >) if Reqiny + is
red Atokin + is disabled. The output-persistence property requires that none of the transitions of non-input
signals are disabled by the ring of any other transition. In order to obtain an STG that can be synthesized
by existing synthesis tools, e.g., SIS, we must guarantee this property [4]. Thus, the original STG must
be transformed in such a way that it eliminates non-persistency on the original non-input signal transitions
but, at the same time, preserves the original behaviour (in terms of traces of events generated by the model
projected on the original set of events [4]).
This transformation consists basically of the introduction of a semaphore actions [4], as shown in gure 5b. Each semaphore has an associated ME element whose implementation is shown in gure 5-c.
Even though the con ict was resolved including the ME element, the STG would not carry out the
token-ring protocol since it would allow the user system to inject more than one message each time the token
arrived. Therefore, the STG in gure 4 includes an internal state signal, R, that would prevent the injection
of two or more messages.
When Reqiny wins the shared resource (the m-token in place ME) signal R changes its state and the
resource is released. In this process, an m-token appears in R1 indicating that a message is waiting to be
injected upon the ring's token arrival. However, if RtokIn wins the arbitration (i.e. the ring token arrives
before the user subsysetm's request), the resource will not be returned to place ME until the token has been
sent back to the output channel, in which case no message can be injected into the channel.
The places R0 and R1 of the STG are mutually complementary, that is when one is marked with an
m-token the other is empty. So, an m-token in R0 means that the ring token can circulate.
With reference to the consumption process we should note that it is actived, AlloC, at the same time as
the injection,AlloIny, so both processes can run in parallel (to avoid deadlocks, as mentioned earlier).
As a result, we have obtained an STG model of the adapter that can be synthesized into logic. Before we
proceed to synthesis, we need to verify the protocol's STG. For this purpose several control modules have
been assembled in a ring topology.
To make the overall system's model complete, we need to add STGs that describe the environment
behaviour and the interconnection module. The latter module is an interface between the output and input
channels of adjacent adapters that we have described above. This module generates the input signal RmIn ,
according to the output signal RmOut of the previous adapter in the ring and decides at random about
marking either Sel or NSel.
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Figure 5: An output-persistent STG and use of Mutex elements
At this point, we are ready to verify the protocol behaviour. For that, we have built a ring with three
adapters described as above. Using the Versify tool [14], the net model's behaviour has been analyzed and
its has been found that the net is deadlock-free and starvation-free. So, our initial statement about the
protocol's correctness, made in section 2, has been con rmed by means of such analysis.

5 Re ning ring adaptor model
In this section we are going to derive circuits, both the control logic and the datapath, for adapters with
di erent addressing schemes.
The control logic is the most important component of the adapter and is synthesized from its STG
description. This logic works on the basis of a four-phase handshake protocol, also called a \return-to-zero"
handshake. Initially, in this protocol, all signals are in the zero state. Then, the sender puts the data
(encoded with six bits using the 3-out-of-6 code) on its output channel to the next node and waits for the
ack signal to be set to logical one. When the latter event occurs, the data bits are returned to the spacer
state (all zeros), which is followed by the return of the ack signal to its initial zero state.
The adapter datapath receives the code word through the inputs channels and produces the internal
control signals to activate the control module.

5.1 Synthesis process

The control part of the token-ring adapter can be implemented in speed-independent logic, using synthesis
and veri cation tools. This subsection overviews the overall synthesis process.
The asynchronous design tools need a mathematical model that re ects the asynchronous behaviour
of the logic. Thus, the asynchronous speed-independent logic is based on the so called Muller's model
of a circuit [18] that assumes an unbounded delay in the circuit's gates. An important characteristic of
such circuits is that their operation relatively independent of the employed technology and environmental
parameters, such as temperature.
The major steps in the design process are shown in gure 6. Initially, the control part behaviour is
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speci ed and described as STGs. This must satisfy some properties in order to be implemented into a
speed-independent circuit. As we mentioned above, the STG must be bounded, output-persistent and have
a Complete State Coding to produce logic functions for its non-input signals. The logic equations can be
obtained by SIS [10]. Some of these equations may however be overly complex to be physically realizable in
gates available in the design library.
Thus, we decompose some complex gates , which have been assigned a complex logic function, into several
gates with simpler logic expressions. In this decomposition we can use the following (informal) rule. A
complex gate can be decomposed without introducing hazards if the output signals of the simpler gates are
mutually orthogonal, that is, at the same time at most one of the output signals of those gates is set to logical
one (sometimes called \one-hot" condition) [12]. For example, in gure 7-a we illustrate the decomposition
of gate abs into the two mutually orthogonal signals absMen and absTail.
The equations obtained by such decomposition will still correspond to a speed-independent circuit. Nevertheless, owing to the fact that the manual decomposition process is not free of mistake, we can use the
Versify tool to verify that the new equations ful l the initial speci cation. So, at this point a feedback in
the design process is possible.
Next, the resulting expressions are implemented at a schematic level using CMOS gates that carry out
functions as y = S + yR, where S and R are set and reset parts of the function. For instance, the gate
represented in the gure 7-b is described by equation y = a  b + y  (b + a), which is the logic function of a
C-element, one of the main elements of the asynchronous logic. Such gates, in a more general form (called
asymmetric C-gates), have been used extensively in the Amulet group's designs [1]; they are implemented
in the MIETEC 2 technology.
Once all the gates are designed, an electric simulation with hspice within FrameWorkII is done. This
simulation allows us to check the correct operation of the adapter and obtain their time-performance characteristics.
The above-described synthesis process has been applied to the STGs of the ring adapter.

5.2 Deriving Circuits for a ring adapter: Case1

Knowing the adapter operation, some parameters, such as the channel width, the addressing, the interface
between internal components must be xed to get its implementation.
As we have said before, the channel width in this case is available to transmit half a byte of information
using the code C63 .
The code C63 has 20 di erent code words. 16 of them allow us to transmit half a byte of data and indicate
the relative address to the destination node (see, e.g., [21] for a relative addressing scheme) when the it3 is
3
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Figure 8: Input and Output signals of the control module.
the header. The other code words are used to transmit control information, such as the token or the tail of
a message.
The principle of the relative addressing requires that the datapath of each node, when the message is
passing it, updates the header address decrementing by one unit the destination address. As the its of the
message are encoded according to the C63 code, we need to decode the address information, decrement the
address and encode the new value. This process increases the latency of the adapter signi cantly. Trying
to minimize the time to go through this block, we have mapped the code words with the address, avoiding
decoding the data. That is, the decrementing is performed directly on the encoded data.
The speed-independent logic implementation of the control part is obtained from its behavioural STG
description. This STG is quite complex, it includes a combination of behavioural paradigms of free-choice,
arbitration-choice and parallel processes.

5.2.1 Interface

Every delay-insensitive code word transmitted between a pair of adapters in the ring is detected by the input
datapath Data IN or Data Inj of the receiver and generates events on the input control signals. If the token
arrives, the signal itok (input token) is raised, but if the new it is a datum, either the signal imof (inputmedium-of- it) or ieof (input-end-of- it) is produced, distinguishing the tail from the rest of the message. All
these signals of the input channel are requests and the control module replies with an acknowledgement on
acki to complete the four-phase handshake protocol. Figure 8 highlights the most important interconnections
between modules.
The signals of the output channel otok, omof, oeof and acko have a meaning similar to itok, imof, ieof
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and acki. The signals Req, dmom and deom are related with the injection of a message. They stand for the
injection request, and data in the middle and at the end of a message, respectively. Write and Ackwrite are
associated with the writing of data items into the node, whereas Abs and AckAbs with the consumption of
message data without writing them.

5.2.2 Formal model of control logic

Due to the complexity of the STG only the most important parts will be commented. In gure 9 a global
scheme of the STG is introduced. It has several free-choice places like Env Choice, Choice and Inj, whose
ring relies on the environmental signal state. Iny is associated with events that occur in the injection
channel. Env Choice and Choice are related to events in the input ring connection channel.
In a message we can distinguish the head it, that opens the path, the body and the tail of the message,
that returns the circuits to the initial state. The head of the message contains the destination address that
speci es the node where the message must be written.
When an event arrives on imof, the level of input signal sel (a node selection ag) when the node is in the
IDLE state determines whether the message is to be written into the node or passed further. The selection
ag is stored inside the adapter in a state variable until the tail is received.
Once the pass or the writing of a message is activated the only parallel process that can happen is the
arrival of an injection request. This request changes the internal state of the logic by means of recording
this fact into the internal variable R . The high value of R will initiate the injection of a message when the
token arrives.
Due to the con ict between the injection request and the token arrival we need to incorporate an arbitration element making the graph output-persistent. The STG allows alternative actions depending on the
resolution of the race between ReqIny and itok. If ReqIny wins the ME, the R signal is toggled to 1, after
which the ME is released. However, if itok arrives in the adapter and wins the ME, depending on the value
of R, two di erent events can happen:
{ if R = 0, signal otok is produced, releasing the ME element and putting the logic into the IDLE state.
{ if R = 1, which means that there is a message waiting to be injected, the token remains in the adapter,
the injection is started and the consumption of the next arriving message is allowed. The token is released
after the injection of the message tail, which brings the STG model into the IDLE state.
The complete STG model of control has 11 input signals, 9 output signals and 5 internal state signals
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Figure 10: STG for the case 2 adapter
insuring that the STG has a complete state coding. We should point out that the synthesis tool (SIS) is
very close to its power limit with an STG of that size.

5.3 Deriving Circuits for a ring adapter: Case2

In the communication processes the physical support, that is, the communication medium is usually a
bottleneck. It in uences a lot the nal latency of the message. Our motivation for Case 2 is to minimise the
latency compared to Case 1. This can be achieved by reducing the functionality of the adapter, and hence
the delay of its logic, to the minimum.
The internal structure of the adapter remains similar to the previous case but its operation is modi ed
so as to allow the message to go through the logic as fast as possible (cf. the idea of \mad postman"
routing [22]). The main di erence with Case 1 is that in Case 2 every it that passes through the adapter is
unconditionally written into the node (which may sort out the address selection problem at a higher level).
This would reduce the latency as the input datapath logic does not have to process the destination address
as a part of the overall critical delay path. This approach is similar to the idea of Scalable Coherent Interface
(e.g. Ramlink) [5]. Thus the functions of the adapter are: injection, consumption and pass with writing.
The message structure is the same as in the previous case: head, body and tail, but now the destination
address is absolute. Each node of the ring has an unique identi er of its position in the ring. The higher
level protocol ensures that the address is compared with the positional identi er of the node. If they are
equal, the message goes into the node. Otherwise the message is dropped. Those actions are realised inside
the User Subsystem of the node and are not part of the main ring delay path.

5.3.1 Formal model of control logic

The input and output signals of the control module are the same as in the previous case but the sel signal
is missing because it is no longer necessary. The STG speci cation of the control module is simpler than in
Case 1. Figure 10 shows a simpli ed version of the STG. Basically, we can distinguish the following states:
IDLE when no action takes place, pass of the token, injection of a message, enabling the consumption and
pass of the message together with writing it in the node. The injection and consumption request have the
same behaviour as in the Case 1, described in section 5.2
This STG has 11 input signals, 9 output signals and 3 internal signals that can be synthesized by synthesis
tools.
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6 Performance of the ring channel
Having completed the design of the communication interface, we have obtained its temporal parameters
simulating each of the two adapter designs with HSPICE. The measured times have been used to determine
the net performance in terms of the average latency of a message.
The latency of a message, equation 1, is the time that the message spends in the interconnection network,
excluding the overhead of injecting it into the network and pulling it out when it arrives. Then, the latency
of a message, according with [7], is the time of ight plus the transmission time. The time of ight is the
time for the rst it of the message to arrive at the receiver, including the delays due to the hardware. The
transmission time is the time for the message to pass through the net; it is equal to the size of the message
divided by the bandwidth. This measure assumes there are no other messages to contend for the network.
size
(1)
Latency = Cable delay + Adapter latency + Message
Bandwidth

6.1 Veri cation at circuit level

The main time characteristics of the adapter have been obtained by electrical simulation with HSPICE. In
table 1 we show the propagation time of some control signals for the adapter described in the section 5.2,
the one in which the message could be written in the node or simply to pass through it. The propagation
time for the signals depends on the actual state of the logic. For example, the time from an event in imof
occurs until omof toggle is higher if the it is written in the node than if it only passes. The subscript write
will appear in the table 1 if the time makes mention to the delay when the it is written in the node.
We should pount out that we can obtain di erent delays in the propagation of some signals depending
on whether the head or data is transmitted. In table 1 we have re ected those times in the columns called
head and data, respectively.

Signals
Din ; imof
Din ; itok
Din ; ieof
Dinj ; Req
Dinj ; dmom
Dinj ; deom
itok; otok
itok; acki

time (ns) Signals
head data
6.73 3.98
5.97 2.81
2.52
4.24
2.55
1.22
9.84
10.46

time (ns)
head data

imof; omofwrite 11.13 7.9
imof; omof
6.66 3.78
imof; ackiwrite 14.24 10.76
imof; acki
9.55 6.65
ieof; oeofwrite
9.5
ieof; oeof
6.98
ieof; ackiwrite
12.49
ieof; acki
9.84

Table 1: Time for the adapter Case 1
The values of the same parameters are shown in table 2 for the adapter described in section 5.3.
As we can see the propagation time of the datapath for Case 2 has decreased, a ecting the nal communication performance. In general, the propagation time for the control signals is minor than for the Case 1
when the it is written in the node but higher than when the it passes through the adapter.

6.2 Latency of the message: Case 1

The latency of a message is expressed as the sum of the time it takes to pass the head of the message through
all the ring adapters plus the time for each one of the remaining its of the message to be consumed. The
head time to pass through the adapters with the relative addressing mechanism, described in section 5.2, is
given by equation 2.
Latencyhead = Tinj + (N 2)Tpass + Twrite + Tcon
(2)
N is the number of adapters in the ring.
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Signals

time(ns) Signals

Din ; imof
Din ; itok
Din ,ieof
Dinj ; Req
Dinj ; dmom
Dinj ; deom
itok; otok
itok; acki

2.35
1.75
1.42
4.24
2.55
1.22
10.91
14.57

imof; omofwrite
imof; ackiwrite

time(ns)
head data
8.47

5.44

11.36

8.35

ieof; oeofwrite

7.50

ieof; ackiwrite

10.34

Table 2: Time for the adapter Case 2
The rst term of equation 2, Tinj , represents the time since the token arrives until the request to pass
the head to the following adapter is received. Tpass is the time to pass through the head. Twrite is the time
it takes to write information into the node. Finally, Tcon is the time it takes to consume the head in the
node which injected the message.
Filling each of these terms with the corresponding values from table 1, we obtain an expression for the
head latency shown in equation 3.

Latencyhead = 7:02 + 17:49  N ns
(3)
Then, for a ring with N = 16, the latency of the head is 287 ns.
Concerning the total latency of the message, it is obtained as the sum of the head latency plus the time
to consume the rest of the its that compose the message (equation 5).
Latency = Latencyhead + (L 1) Tconf lit
(4)
= 53:83 + 17:49  N + 44:13(L 2) ns
(5)
This expression is a function of the number of adapters in the ring, N , and the length of the message, L.
Then, for a ring with N = 16 and the message length equal to 32 its, the latency is 1658 ns.
The previous expressions show the latency of a message in a ring when injection is performed in only one
of the adapters, and therefore, only one message is travelling in the network.
The increase of the applied load in the ring will increase the latency of the messages as a function of the
number of its of each previously injected message. We assume that the token is held inside the adapter
injecting the message until the injection is complete. During such a token tenure of one of the adapters other
potential message injectors must be in a waiting state.

6.3 Latency of the message: Case 2

The expression of the latency of a message that travels through a LAN ring consisting of the Case 2 adapters
(section 5.3) is similar to equation 2. However, in this case, the time of passing the head is always the same,
since every datum that crosses the adapter is written in the node. The numerical values obtained for this
case are shown in equation 6.
Latencyhead = 0:78 + 14:92  N ns
(6)
For example, the head latency for a ring with 16 adapters is 239 ns.
The overall message latency can be found in an analogous way { as the sum of the time used by the
head it passing through the ring plus the consumption time of each it of the message. So, substituting
the numerical values for each term we obtain the latency as a function of N and L (equation 7).

Latency = 44:26 + 14:92  N + 33:33(L 2) ns
(7)
For a 32 it long message in a ring formed by 16 adapters, the latency of the message will be 1283 ns.
Comparing this result with the latency for Case 1, we can note about 25-30% decrease in the time necessary
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to send information between di erent nodes of the ring. For long messages this di erence is obviously
determined by the ratio between the bandwidths, i.e. by the time of passing/consuming a it, 44 ns for Case
1 versus 33 ns in Case 2. The faster version's bandwidth is 121Mbit/s (recall that one it carries 4 bits). This
gure can be further improved by optimising the STG speci cation { e.g., allowing more concurrency between
writing in the node and passing the data forward. More concurrency may however cause Complete State
Coding problems, and due to the present limits on the size of STGs, the existing tools would have diculty
coping with such STGs. This is a good motivation for their further enhancement. Another possibility could
be to avoid sending acknowledgements for every it between adjacent adapters, relying on realistic timing
constraints. Signi cant improvements have been reported in such FIFO designs [23].

7 Conclusions
An asynchronous design of a communication interface adapter has been presented in this paper. The adapters
work in a ring structure using a token ring protocol, whose main principles of message injection and extraction
are similar to the \standard" Token Ring [2]. Unlike the classical synchronous design of the Token Ring,
our inter-adapter communication uses a four-handshake asynchronous protocol. The logic implementation
of the adapters has re ected the potential trade-o s in organising the addressing mechanism. Two di erent
approaches have been considered. The rst approach is the one in which the adapter function includes the
decoding of the destination address and maintaining the selection ag. The second approach \postpones"
the address processing until the message reaches the user subsystem. It simply copies each datum in the
incoming message from its input channel to both output channel and its internal node. The rst method
relies on the so-called relative addressing technique, originally described in [21], where each adapter checks
the most signi cant bit in the address and shifts the address before passing it to the next adapter in the
ring. Since the data elements (including the address bits) must be encoded with a delay-insensitive code
(we used a Sperner code \3-out-of-6"), the logic performing the above address processing is not as trivial as
with the \normal" positional coding, which a ects negatively the overall message latency. Within the second
approach, the datapath delay is minimised as no address processing is done. The negative consequence is
however that this function is now on the higher level protocol logic. The typical gain in latency due to the
second method is not extremely impressive however, only about 25-30%. This gure can be improved by, e.g.,
further optimising the STG models and allowing interaction between adjacent nodes without acknowledging
every it.
Our major e ort has been put in developing implementable STG models and obtaining the speedindependent control logic for the two design options of the ring adapter. The synthesis tool that has
been mainly used for that is SIS [10]. HSPICE simulation has allowed us to obtain the adapter's temporal
characteristics and nally estimate latency of the message transfer in the ring.
In the process of logic synthesis with SIS, we have approached its capability limits, such as the total
number of input, output and internal signals of a complete STG should not be greater than 30. Also for
a strongly coupled speci cation, the equations that describe the output behaviour, have complex products
with more than 5 or 6 signals. Using CMOS NAND gate with more than 5 inputs may result in a large delay,
hence an automatic decomposition method is needed. So far we have sometimes used manual decomposition
based on the idea of orthogonal (\one-hot") operation of complex gates in di erent mutually exclusive modes.
Splitting them into two or more gates together with an OR gate appears to be safe but for complete assurance
of speed-independence, veri cation (e.g., using Versify) is required. In the future, tools like Petrify [3] are
going to perform logic decomposition and technology mapping in a much more ecient way.
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